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Designing Refined Homes for 
Relaxed Living


Designing Refined Homes for Relaxed Living


Discover the Art of Transformation!






My design approach












“Designing a perfect home doesn’t have to start with a blank canvas. The most transformational change in your home can happen by keeping the things that you love, integrating purposeful and functional elements, and infusing understated elegance and sophistication that reimagine your space into a home curated specifically for you and your family.”


Syntha Harris


Principal
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Design Philosophy







Our clients are central to the design process. As we move through any project, we develop a deep understanding of our clients’ needs, desires, aspirations, lifestyle, goals, and personalities. Great design is informed by every single one of those elements. It is an intricate balance of aesthetic, function and efficiency. At Syntha Harris Interiors, our goal is to translate what matters to our clients and design a perfectly curated space that is timeless, elegant, rejuvenating and welcoming. At Syntha Harris Interiors, we design intimate connections between people and their homes.































Hiring Syntha has been a very wise investment of time and money. She has created spaces (some that included complex renovations) that exceeded my dreams and has done it on time, with great attention to detail and to budget. I have learned so much about interior design from her – what makes a room interesting and inviting, what makes furniture and fabrics really come together, how to choose and display accessories. She has helped me create a primary residence and a vacation home that I truly love to live in and am very proud to use for entertaining family, friends, and colleagues.


L. Moore


Washington, DC & Boca Raton, FL
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Sign up for our Monthly Email Newsletter for up-to-date design tips and inspiration
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Enter your email and receive our complementary magazine on how to create Fashion Inspired Interiors








FREE DOWNLOAD
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Sign up for our Monthly Email Newsletter for up-to-date design tips and inspiration
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Send







Enter your email and receive our complementary magazine on how to create Fashion Inspired Interiors







follow along @synthaharrisinteriors
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[image: When we aren’t busy designing…having a blast  with my girlfriend Alexie Stopak Keats at the Pickleball Slam Tournament watching some of the greatest tennis players crush the sport. Agassi, Graf, McEnroe, and Sharapova were all amazing.]  
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[image: It’s a wrap… So much work goes into a photo shoot … days of prep and set up, culminating into days of photography. It’s such a pleasure working with the best @charlottesafavi and @troycampbellstudio. We are so grateful for our client’s understanding and patience as we take over their home. Excited to see to final images … ❣️]  
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[image: Great projects underway! We love the neutral palettes. Textures, natural stone, and warm tones are always timeless and elegant. Kravet Fabric helps bring our designs to life!]  
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[image: Cheers to all that don't need to get up and go to the office today. We hope you are enjoying sleeping in, cuddled in you luxurious sheets, in your relaxing and restful bedroom retreat (like the one created with this stunning Jaipur rug).]  
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[image: With High Point Furniture Market just around the corner, we are excited to see all of the new products that await. One of our go-to lines, Vanguard is introducing a number of great pieces - looking forward to seeing them!]  
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Creating beautiful spaces in DC, Northern VA, & Maryland


Including Fairfax | Montgomery Counties | McLean | Great Falls | Vienna | Reston | Ashburn | Potomac | Bethesda | Chevy Chase.







Creating beautiful spaces in South Florida


Including Palm Beach | Broward Counties | Boca Raton | Delray Beach | West Palm Beach | Palm Beach | Fort Lauderdale | Jupiter | Singer Island.







Business Details


	

						
Boca Raton, FL
	

						
(561)-646-8083




	

						
McLean, VA
	

						
(703)-448-0201    
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